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VEHICLE FOR HIRE BYLAW (3644/2020) 
 

When The City adopted the Vehicles for Hire Bylaw (2644/2020) in 2021, we committed to reviewing its 
effectiveness and updating it throughout its lifespan to make sure it continues to meet sustainability, 
accessibility, and safety for drivers and customers who use and operate vehicles for hire in the Red Deer 
region. Over the last couple of years, some areas that require changes and clarification have been 
identified.  
 
Before proposing changes to the bylaw, The City is seeking feedback from industry stakeholders. 
Industry members can visit www.reddeer.ca/vehiclesforhire to access a short survey. 
 
Proposed changes for clarification and understanding are below in red. 
 

1. Added clarification of definition: “Limousine” is not restricted to stretched vehicles, but 
means a luxury Vehicle for Hire that has increased levels of comfort, amenities, and high-
end features that go above and beyond the average necessities and provides Pre-arranged 
Services only; 

 

2. Added the requirement for the Brokerage to notify the City when a driver no longer works 
for the brokerage: immediately notify the City Manager, in writing, when an approved 
Driver for Hire is no longer affiliated with the Brokerage.  

 
 

3. Added clarification of what an App/Mobile App is required to do:  
App or Mobile App Based Services 

1 A Brokerage that administers or promotes an App or Mobile App, the App must 
(a) Be capable of; 

(i) Calculating a fare based on the distance travelled by the 
Vehicle for Hire 

(ii) Estimating the total fare to be charged to the customer for 
the trip  

(iii) Accepting specific requests for Accessible services 
(iv) Transmitting to the prospective customer the rate, 

including any surcharges, to be charged to the customer, prior to 
the customer accepting the ride 

(b) records, at the time the Vehicle for Hire service is arranged, and 
transmits to the customer before entering the Vehicle for Hire, the 
following information; 

(i) the date, time, and location where the customer is to be 
picked up 

(ii) the destination where the customer is to be discharged 
(iii) the Plate number, or for TNC the Alberta License Plate, 

for the Vehicle for Hire  
(iv) The Driver for Hire name and Identification Badge number  
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(c) At the conclusion of the trip, immediately provide to the customer an 
electronic receipt containing: 

(i) The customer’s name 
(ii) The time and date that the Vehicle for Hire was arranged 
(iii) The location(s) and time(s) where and when the customer 

was picked up and dropped off and 
(iv) Total fare charged to the customer 

(d) Provides real time GPS tracking to the customer capable of showing the 
Vehicle for Hire while on route to pick up the customer and while 
carrying the customer 

(e) Allows the customer to provide feedback regarding the service to the 
Brokerage that administers the App 

4. As TNC’s are required to be App based only (this has not changed), the clarification of how 
payment can be received: Payment only via the App/Mobile App.  

5. Requirement to post a Bulletin for Driver: advise all Drivers of the published bulletin within 
48 hours of receipt of the bulletin;  


